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JOHN SIMON GUGGENHEIM MEMORIAL FOUNDATION

551 FIFTH AVENUE « NEW YORK 17 « N. Y.

November 21, 1962

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Instituto di Fisica Teorica
Mostra d!'Oltramare
Naples, Italy

Dear Norbert:

May we have your usual careful judgment of Dr. Edwin
J. Akutowicz's quality as a scholar, of his proposal
for study, and of him with reference to that proposal?
A statement of the project is attached. Dr. Akutowicz
has applied for a Fellowship and referred us to you.
The question, in short, is this: Is he a first-rate
scholar with a first-rate project?

As always, anything you say will be held in the
strictest confidence. With many thanks for your
assistance to the Foundation, I am

—

A Fo bet yo
Sincerely yours,

Allen Moe
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November 23th,

Mr. C.A. B. Smith
The Galton Laboratory,
University College London,
Gower Street WCI

LONDON, ENGLAND

Dear Mister Smith;

I have taken a long time in answering your letter

because I had a very busy summer. I am very much in sympathy

with your idea of trying to use cybernetical ideas for the aboli

tion of war but frankly I do not feel too sanguine about the

development of sharp techniques for that purpose.

I shall think the matter over more but I do not

know what to do about it.

Sincerely Yours,

Prof. N. Wiener

+ E
8 ri 1”



fUGOSLAV COMMITTEE FOR ELECTRONICS AND AUTOMATION

'ERAZIIE 23 BELGRADE TELEPHONE 39 330

November 24, 1962

Professor N. Wiener
Università di Napoli
Instituto di fisica teorica
Vostra d”’ Oltremare, Pad.19
Napoli

Dear Professor Wiener,

I wish to thank you on my own behalf and on behalf of the
Yugoslav Committee for Electronics and Automation for your active
participation in the Opatija meeting and for your contined
interest in the problems discussed at the Meeting. I wish
particularly to thank you for the kind words contained in your two
recent letters.

I have forwarded copy of your letter of November 7 to the
Institute "Mihajlo Pupin" where the prosthetic hand is being
developed. I was told that they would be able to make an example
of the hand and they will communicate directly with you and
Dr. Barr concerning the terms and conditions.

I would like to use this opportunity to enquire whether
you have received copies of the minutes of meetings that were
not distributed.inOpatija.It might happen that they were
sent to youraddress in the United States and have not yet
reached you. I have therefore asked our secretary to send a
copy to your address in Italy. It would be very important for
as to receive as soon as possible any corrections or additional
comments you may have so that we can publish the proceedings
without delay.

Thanking you once again for your kind cooperation,

remain,

Yours sincerely,

&gt; a Kar Scan AL

L. Radanovié,
Secretary



November 24, /76Ä 2

Dre. Jeo Pe Schadld, Associate Director
Netherlands Central Institute for Drain Research
50B Mauritskade
Amsterdam
The Netherlands

Dear Dre Schadd:

Many thanks for your letter of November 16. As to the "Brain"
it has probably gone the way of all lent books. Don't worry sbout it
As to the plans for the Netherlands, we agree and are very ~rcteful.
The details of our dates will have to weit until I 2m home 2-2in in
February end can teslk with my collesgues. It 18 quite possible that
I shell not besable to come before the end of January 1944 becouse
of my obligations to M.ITT. The term does not end until tren.

I am enclosing a report I meade to Dr. Berr in Boston on the prosthetics
meeting at Opatlja and other obserbations in iurope. I hove heard from
Dre. Barr that they have done some interesting work on an smmutee une
covering radial, medien end ulnar nerves and applying clectrodes,

“hen they asked the subject to think of closing his fist end mexing
other movements with the missing hand, they obtained whol Dr. Barr des

eribed os useble sirnels, There is little I know of the cxperinmental

work in Boston but it seems to me significant.

Any further report will have to wait until I am back in the States
and until we ere further pfozressedInourexperiments. As to the work
on statistical mechanies Del Aricla and I are now busy on a paper on
which I shall report at e meeting at ¥,IT.T. next June. e find that
sur work connects very closely with thet of Bohn end Bopp, but we hove
succeeded in doing in detall meny things which they only contemplated,
and their work is fregmentery eos compared with ours. “e have no nev
numerical results as yet but there 1s a clear indication thet our work
will be of great importance in nucleer physics and in other fields
where very short intervals of time ere accessible. Confirmeotion of our
work must await further experimentation in these fields.

I shell keep you in touch with our progress sO that you will be ug
to date on it at the time of my arrival. !y wife joins me in sending
you our best wishes.

sincerely,
Morbert Yiener

Plesse return to me the copy of the report to Tr. err, =a it

1s the only one I hove rere.



November 25, 1962

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology

JOSEF FRANK

17594 EVERGREEN

DETROIT 19, MICH,

KE 8-3118

Cambridge 33, Mass.

Prof. Norbert Wiener, Ph.D.

Re. Homeostasis.

Sir:

As an ardent admirer of your work, I take the

liberty to write this letter; a humble response to your

influences. This letter is related to mechanical, me-

dical diagnosers.

In the light of the limited knowledge of the

functioning of the human body, the question is ventured

to the degree of conclusiveness achieved by medical conm-

puters like the Perceptron (Cornell) or the matching

comparator of Zworikyn (Rockefeller Inst.).

Searching for a more positive link between the

human body and the machine, an information model was

found which shows the main components of the principle

of homeostasis. The information model is taken in a

known manner directly from the human body and without

any physical interference.

The concept of a recorder was adopted into which

the information model is fed and analyzed, writing out

in four channels:

Autonomic nervous system. blood, lymph and the permanent

losses of substance in the main organs. The x-axis of

the chart is the autonomic nervous system, to which all

read-outs are related. The chart shows only the negative

jeviations from normal.



J.Frank, Detroit 19. Nov.25,62  2

The information model is not all-inclusive. Changes in

some small glands do not appear. Therefore diabetes,

Meniere's and Parkinson's diseases are out of range,

at least for the present time. Yet it shows the type

especially susceptible to these disturbances. However,

it shows other and up to now intangibles on the patient

as for instance arteriosclerosis and its extent.In the

observed cases, arteriosclerosis starts in the brain.

A further aspect clearly shown seems to be the

hereditary pre-load of the organism, insofar as grave

disturbances are shown in young children, when there

was no time to aquire these damages.

A test was found tdcheck the information model

linking and relating to the principle of homeostasis.

A natural drug is used, of which the yearbook of a leading

pharmaceutical company states: The working principle of

this drug is unknown. Very little research results on

this drug are published as it shows little commercial

potential.

The drug is applied locally in accordance with the

information model with beneficial effects. After a

time lag, the feed-back changes also the information

model. In some cases however, the organism does not

tolerate this application and detrimental side-lines

occur, and the local influence of the blood-lymph

balance with this test is.not feasible... Yet the same

beneficial effects to the disturbed organ is obtained

if the drug is applied on or near the levels of out-

flow of the autonomic nerves on the cortex.



J.Frank, Detroit 19, Nov.25, 62  e

Working with the information model shows sometimes

the utter unreliability of the perception level of the

patient and the limitations of some medical diagnosis.

The model shows an organism for instance with all

organs in excellent condition but the autonomous ner-

vous system dangerously diseased. Here, probably for

years neither the patient, less his doctor has the least

perception of near disaster. This are the cases where

the patient has to undergo surgery and is given a

period of five years to hear the real result. The

extraordinary configurations of the autonomic nervous

system at decreased conductivity or change in substance

are astonishing.

Having seen the above mentioned test drug used in

many rather complicated cases, I applied it on myself

in two coronary cases with remarkable results.

The contemplated instrument would write-out the

distributions and relations of the main components

of the principle of homeostasis, and could be termed

a homeostasis parameter recorder.

The scope of the instrument could be widened in

2. higher generation by superposing case history data

on the read-out of the recorder.

Fields of use are in preventive medicine, in ex-

plorative surgery, in pharmaceutical research to check

try-out patients for new drugs, in special purpose

selection of men in the armed services, life insurance

companies e.t.c.



J «Frank, Detroit 19. Nov.25,62 -4

Engineeringwise, the instrument is but a chart

analyzer and recorder of which the components are known,

however different the fields of their conventional

application.

Up to now, I did not find sa company interested

in such instrument or concept. I understand also that

such development is not in the direction of the actual

interesting industrial demands. As I lived with this

concept for many years I aquired some patience.

Regarding the volume of superficials on the market,

it. appears worthwhile at least to try the realisation

of such a concept.

Sir, permit me to thank you for your time

Yours very truly



JS 4 m

i

I have known Dr, Akutowicz for some four or five years. In addition to

our being together at M.1,T. he visited Naples in the winter of 1960-61

and in the fall of 1962, I have also spoken at Montpellier and know the

high opinion they have of him there, I have discussed his project with

aim in some detail and think very highly of him,

Dr. Akutowicz is a very able and original scholar, He follows his own

line of thought without distraction and has a critical ability equal to

his very great productability. I consider him a mathematician of whixm

America has every right to be proud and of whom America will be gern

more proud in the future,

[ give my unqualified support to his application for a Guggenhein fellow-

ship,

Prof, Norbert Wiener



THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION

[56 WEST 19TH AVENUE

COLUMBUS 10, OHIO

yY STEMS Se November 1962
CYrress 3-2331

Professor Norbert Wiener

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

[was struck by the opening sentence in the editorial of Science, 9 November
1962 which was quoted from your paper "Science and Society, The Techno-
logical Review of July 1961, and I should like to request a reprint of your
paper. Your statement that the "purpose of society is to enable us to react
romeostatically to the vicissitudes of the future" so exactly states my own
research interest that I thought you might be interested in some of the work
we are doing.

For a number of years I have been working on the problem of measuring
oatient care. Although patient care is a rather vague construct in much of
the hospital literature, it seems to me that a relatively precise definition is
possible if we take the position that it can be measured in terms of the

hospital's ability (as an organization) to artificially provide homeostasis for
people (patients) who are unable to perform this function for themselves.
Some ideas about this measure are expressed in the enclosed reprint.

Yours very truly,

— vv.

Daniel Howland, Director
Systems Research Group

« At? |

DH: jas

fnclosure: Engineering in Interdisciplinary Research



INSTITUTE FOR AUTOMATION AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS

SMIHAILO PUPIN*
Beigrade—Yugoslavia
Post Office Box 906

Y ef:our r 9 vo//s
Our ref:

Date: 26th November, 1962.

Prof. Norbert WINER
Universita di Napoli
Instituti di fisica teoretica
Mostra d’oltremare, Pad. 19
Napoli
ITALIA.

Dear Prof. Winer,

We confirm with thanks receipt of your favour dd. 7th inst. by which
we have been kindly informed about Dr. Joseph S. Barr’s interest in
the Automatic Artificial Hand we produced in our Institute.

For your guidance, we have sent today our offer to Dr. J.S. Barr by
the mediation of one of our enterprise for foreign trade - Messrs.
"JUGOELEKTRO", BEOGRAD, a copy of which you shall find enclosed.

We trust to be favoured with us and thank you once again for your
kind attention done to this matter.

Yours faithfully,

Bp Woon
Assistance Director
Dr.Dipl.Ing.Velimir Kostié

Encl.:copy
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Alfred Megner Verlag FRANKFURT AM MAIN - HEBELSTRASSE 17 - RUF 554057/58

BANKKONTO: FRANKFURTER BANK - POSTSCHECKKONTO: FRANKFURT AM MAIN NR.50041 GC)
Herrn
Professor
Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute Of Technology
Department of Mathematics

Neue Telefonnummer:

Frankfurt am Main 5907 01/02

Bitte adressieren Sie:

6000 Frankfurt am Main 1

Postfach 2613

Cambridge 39, Mass.
U.S.A.

Ihr Zeichen [hre Nachricht vom Unser Zeichen

m/ki
Datum

26.11.1962

Sehr geehrter Herr Professor Wiener!

Ich bin im Verlaufe einer U.S.A.-Reise in der

Zeit zwischen dem 24.72. und 1.1. in Cambridge.

Ich würde mich sehr freuen, wenn ich Ihnen anlässlich

dieser Reise einen Besuch machen dürfte und wäre

Ihnen dankbar, wenn Sie mir freundlichst an die

J.S.A.-Adresse in Cambridge bei meinem Sohn

(c/oA.7. Kenneth Metzner, 1o St.Paul Street,

Cambridge 39/Mass., Tel. UN 4-7488) mitteilen
könnten, ob und wann ich Sie treffen kann.

it freundlichen Grüssen

[ar

mast
~gang Metzner)
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November 28, 1962

Dr. Norbert Wiener
281 Via Pori.lipo
Naples pert

Naar Dr. Wisner:

A one day conference, entitled Vistas iu Information Handling, will
be hald at the Hotal Plage, Naw York City, on February 28, 1943,
International scieatists will report on advanced concepts and future
{ists in the sugmentation of man's {ntellect by machines.

Ihe conference is designed to provide a comprehensive preview of the
newest advances. Tuterial in nature, this aymposium will furnf-»
professional people in industry, science, sud goverument with a broad
perspective on the latest world-wide developments {n the cow»micatiou
seiences as &amp; backgsrommd for their own work.

The sponsor of the conference is Information for Industry, Iec., of
vaghiington, D.€,, who are spacialists in the Commmication Sciences.
he keynote speaker st the lunchaon will be the Honorable Hubert H.
Ausphrey, Senior Senator from Minnesota, who will speak on New Advances
In tha Commmicatrioen Scfances.

Frankly, we hope that you would consent to participate in this conference
by assuming the role of “Anchor Man" by discussing the Future Role of
Intelligent Machines. My role ia this conferences is that I will be pud-
lishing a book entitled Vistas {n Information Handling and the speakers
Will be uwaing this book az a kind of platform for further discussion on
the subject.

[Information for Industry, Inc. will, of course, be delirhted to pay all
»f your expenses, as well as an honorarium for this conferences.

It will be a privilege and a pleasure to personally, as well as collectively,
welcome you to this conference. I do so trust that this letter finds you
Lu good health and receptive to this invitation.

Sincerely,

SPARTAN BOOKS

Robert Teitler
Vice-Presideant

 Pp Q [t is hoped that you can wire collect your reply since we would
{ke to finalize the program for this extremely significant seating



The M.I.T. Press
‘formerly The Technology Press) AN

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASSACHUSETTS

November 30, 1962

Mr. Norbert Wiener
281 Via Posillipo
Naples, Italy

Dear Mr. Wiener:

Je stand in need of reprinting your Nonlinear Problems in Random Theory and I write
to inquire whether you have any changes or corrections that you feel you would like
to see incorporated in this reprint. We have enough books to sustain us for two
or three months so we should have any suggested revisions by the first of the year.

I find your impress indelible and resting on a surprisingly broad range of compe-
tences. As I go about my business combining personal education with editorial in-
quiry, I am more than ever proud of our representation of your published work.
Jould there were more.

With best wishes,

(tes e.
Carroll Bower,
Director

CB:fm
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